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For the students of UMR J, 
Volume 70, Number 24 ' Twenty Pages 
Editor's Note: If your organIZation is having a 
meeting, tum in details to the MINER office in 
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and 
we will list it in the Activities Section of the 
paper. No articles submitted will be printed 
unless written in complete sentences with proper 
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be 
rewritten and published by the staff for the 
Activities Section. 
If your organization is sponsoring a campus-
wide event for the benefit of charity, get us 
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will ad-
vertise the event free of charge in this space. 
The MINER reserves the right to edit any 
notices or ads for this page before publication. 
Student Union Board 
Director applications will be 
available on Monday, March 
15th in the SUB office. Any 
student who has served on a 
Student Union Board 
Committee is eligible and 
encouraged to apply. 
Concert - The St. Louis 
Brass Quintet will present a 
concert on Thursday, March 
25th at 8 p.m. at the Cedar 
Street Center. A thrilling 
program of music for brass 
instruments. The group 
consist of two trumpets, a 
bass and baritone trombone, 
and a French horn doing a 
spectacular job of playing a 
cross-section of classical 
numbers with a smattering 
of American Blues and "big 
band" sound thrown in. It 
will indeed be a beautiful 
and memorable concert. 
Pure Prairie League will 
rock your heart away when 
they appear in concert 
March 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the 
Multi-Purpose gym. Tickets 
will be on sale at the door, 
students $3.00, non-students 
$5.00. 
Concerts committee 
members should be at the 
gym at these times: set-up-
12:00 noon ; security, ticket 
takers and spot operators -
6:30 p.m. sharp! (find 
Roger); tear down - im-
mediately after concert 
(about 9:30). 
MISSOURI MINER 
The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the 
students of the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is 
published weekly at Rolla, Missouri . The Missouri Miner 
features activities of the students and faculty of UMR . 
Editor Chris Noonan 364-9792 
Business Manager John Luth 364-9792 
Managing Editor Mary Ford 341-3969 
Faculty Advisor Curtis Adams 341-4825 
Advertising Director Marvis Ridgely 341-4312 
Advertising Staff: Laura Pagano, Steve Frick, Gary 
Dusheke, Roger Rakers 
News Editor: Rich Bee 364-9792 or 364-9885 
News Staff: Karen Penney, Jerry Schlueter, Carol 
Suit, Greg Rinker 
Features Editor: AI Oakes 364-9792 
Features Staff: Sherry Noonan, Matt Angove, Ken 
Donnelly, Mark Warner 
Sports Editor: John Daniel 364-8115 
Sports Staff: Marc Schrank, Larry Tipton, Gerry 
Goeke, Rob Telker 
Photo Editor: Dave Stanfield 364-9792 
Photo Staff: Man Wellington Hui, Mark Vollmer, 
Eric Gieseke, Linda Hardesty, Tim Farrell, 
Tom Hart. 
Proofreader: Cindy Farina 
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a 
rate of $6 per semester. Articles and photos for 
publication in the Miner must be in by 9 :00 p.m. on 
Monday before distribution on Thursday. 
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HANG GLIDING 
Members of the Constitution Committee should meet in the LIbrary 
on Thursday, March 25, at 8:00 p.m., in Room 203. 
~UNaAY 
UMRSPORTS CAR CLUB 
The UMR Sports Car Club will be having an Auto Cross this Sunday, 
March 21, at 12: 30 p. m., on the Silver Parking Lot by the Comp. Sci. 
Building. Any type of vehicle may enter. Memberships are available 
for five doliars. Spectators and new participants are welcome. 
Movie - The Blues 
Brothers will be shown 
Friday, March 26th at 7:30 
p.m. in the Mechanical 
Engineering auditorium. 
UMR Student 1.0. required. 
Jake Blues (John Belushi) 
leaves Joliet prison and with 
his brother Elwood (Dan 
Aykroyd) visits the Chicago 
orphanage where they both 
were raised. After 
discovering the orphanage is 
to be closed of unpaid taxes 
they decide to throw a 
concert to raise money. 
Don't miss the flaky, fast 
and funny movie! 
BlueKey forum 
SUbmitted by Blue Key 
The Blue Key Leadership 
Forum will be held Wed-
nesday, April 14, in Cen-
tennial Hall East from 4-9 
p.m. This program is 
sponsored each semester by 
Blue Key National Honor 
Fraternity and open to 
students involved in campur 
organizations who desire to 
learn about the respon-
sibilities of leadership. A 
variety of subjects: 
38 ESTHWY MPG 
parliamentary procedure, 
communication, problem 
solving, and time 
management, are presented 
by university professors and 
students with the use of films 
and group discussions. A fee 
of $3 is chargiid pet: delegate 
and dinner will be provided. 
If your organization has not 
been contacted and you 
would like to send a 
delegate, call Valoree Stone 
at 341-3560 before March 26. . 
IiaiiiI EST 
~JMPG 
048 monthly payments at $1049.045 with $625. down in 
cash or trad ... in. Cosh selling price $5,895. Total 
defterred payment price $7,799.00 APR 15.99 with 
opproved credit. 
SWE 
The Society of Women Engineers will be having a meeting Tuesday, 
March 23 at 6: 15 p.m. on the third floor of the Rolla Building. Elec-
tions for 1982-83 orricers will be held, and an ice cream social will 
follow the meeting. 
CHEERLEADING 
Anyone interested in being a cheerleader in the fall should meet in 
the lobby of the Multi-Purpose Building Wednesday, March 24, at 4:30 
p. m. If you cannot attend, call Roger at 341-3841 for more information. 
You never know what you will find in Alice! 
·0 ... ·.'''""",,,,,,·, ..... , H,'''',' 
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By KAREN PENNEY 
Last Sunday, March 7, 
Charles Richey was loading 
his .22-caliber pistol when it 
aCCidentally discharged, 
injuring him in the stomach. 
Chuck was alone in the 
wooQs behind the A-frames, 
but managed to walk to the 
A-frames, where he was then 
taken to the Phelps County 
Regional Medical Center. He 
is presently in the intensive 
care unit but is recuperating 
satisfactorily. 
Chuck, the 22-year-old son 
of Mr. and Mrs. John Richey 
of Jefferson City, is a senior 
in electrical engineering. He 
is the president of the 
Student Union Board, a 
member of Alpha Epsilon Pi 
fraternity. where he has helrl 
the office of vice president, 
and a member and former 
president of the Theatre 
Guild. SUB elected Chuck as 
their student knight but it 
looks like he will have to 
miss his date with Alice. 
Chuck's parents have 
stayed with him all week 
long but he is not allowed 
any other visitors. 
Honorary knights 
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The dubbing of six 
Honorary Knights of St. 
Patrick will be a highlight of 
the formal St. Pat's 
ceremonies taking place at 
the University of Missouri-
Rolla at 9 p.m. Friday, 
March 19, in the Gale 
Bullman Multi-Purpose 
Building. 
The six honorees are: 
Leonard Koederitz, 
professor of petroleum 
engineering at UMR; James 
B. Malloy, New Canaan, 
Conn., president and chief 
executive officer and 
director, Alton Packaging 
Corp., (a member of the 
Jefferson Smurfit Group 
Ltd. , Dublin, Ireland) Alton, 
Ill., and president and chief 
executive officer, Smurfil. 
see 
page5 
Clydesdales are coming 
WHOOPS 
By KEN DONNELLY 
For anyone who is won-
deririg where Theta Tau 
Omega will be holding this 
year's Casino Night, I would 
first like to tell you where it 
will not be. It will not be at: 
Fairgrounds Road. 
The activities 'will include 
many booths and gambling 
games featuring area 
merchants and UMR 
professors as dealers. There 
are also a great number of 
prizes which were 
The Manor Inn graciously donated by 
Rolla Race Track Phelps County businesses. 
The Roller Skating Rink All proceeds will go to the 
St. Pat's Gym Rolla Cerebral Palsy SchooL 
209 It also will be from 7 p.m. 
Chancellor Marchello's 0 midnight Wednesday, 
House March 17. at Key Sports or 
Chancellor Marchello's from any Theta Tau Omega 
Garage ' member. Tickets at the door 
The Rolla Building Copula will be $2.50. 
One' of the most exciting 
elements of the 1982 St. Pat's 
Parade in Rolla on Saturday, 
March 20, will be an ap-
pearance by the world-
famous Anheuser-Busch 
Clydesdales. They will be 
, near the front of the parade, 
which begins at 11 a.m. at 
Sixth and Pine streets and 
goes north. So, be sure to be 
on time. 
Horses on the hitch team 
stand approximately 18 
hands (72 inches) at the 
shoulder, are bay in color, 
have four white stockings 
and a blaze of white on the 
face and have a black mane 
and tail. 
A single 2,200-pound 
Clydesdale horse will con-
sume as much as 25 to 30 
quarts of feed in two daily 
meals, with a few pounds of 
carrots. The feed is a mix of 
beet pulp, crimped oats, 
bran, minerals, salt, 
molasses and water. In 
addition, each horse con-
sumes 50-60 pounds of hay 
daily. . 
Normally, seven men 
travel with the Clydesdales 
to care for and show the 
team. There is a hitch 
driver, assistant driver and 
a number of chauffeur 
grooms. Before the horses 
appear in public, the men 
put in five hours getting 
them ready. 
The hitch horses are 
harnessed in such a way as 
to give each animal almost 
complete freedom of 
Or. ScooterP.I.'sOffice. And for those of you who Chub & Jo's Restaurant 
No, the Casino Night will thought that this year's 
not be at any of these, but it Casino Night was always to -SST Banquet Hall 
will be at: be at the Armory, please Ser:ving from 5:30 a .m. to 15 min. till 8:00 
THE NATIONAL GUARD ignore this article. Open 6 days, Closed Sun. 
ARMORY which is on PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE. 
r.· N@o'!¢~~~~~~;;~'>",,~ C.-@-X~"iI1l ! au:~~. -STEAKS -SEAFOODS . . • 11 -CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS , SPI, AH Games - 0 & 0 Supplies'~ "Home made pies" i! ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY ' Family Restaurant IL~ . I Corry Out Orders 704 Pine Rollo, MO 
. ~:;:.:~::¢;~=:~.:~=;~~~~:!:~;~~4X'>:.;~ '. ~~~K.!!!!:n:!!!!ne~th!!!::&!!!!!R~Ub~y!!!!:T~ho~rpe~~~~C!I1ia~1I ~36!!!!:4-6:!!!!2~4~7 ~ 
movement forward and 
backward. Driver skill alone 
determines pace, poSition 
and movement. Both the 
driver and assistant have 
their hands full con-
tinuously. While one drives, 
. the other is busily 
straightening the reins . . The 
stress of guiding 12-plus tons 
of the horse and wagon is so 
great that drivers generally 
trade duties often during an 
appearance. 
"It's having 60 to 70 
pounds of weight in your 
hands at all times ; you've 
got to maintain constant 
tension on the reins or you 
lose contact with the hor-
--
ses," says one veteran 
driver. "We're controlling 
each horse individually, 
lacing 20 to 30 pounds of 
leather (reins) between each 
finger . It's tough on the 
hands, but the horses know 
who's in control at all 
times." 
There are three eight-
horse Clydesdale hitch 
teams based in St. Louis, 
Merrimack, N.H., and 
Romoland, Calif. They log 
approximately 40,000- miles 
and more than 400 public 
appearances annually. 
Their last appearance at a 
St. Pat's Parade in Rolla 
was in 1975. 
-
- -
The Sewing Room l 
I Alterations and 
custom made 
I western shirts 
207 w. 11 th Rolla 364-3922 
Mon.-Fri. 8 a .m.-5 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m .-12 p.m. 
- -
I 
PURE PRAIRIE LEA GUE 
APPEARINGIIV CONCERT Saturday March 20, at 8:00pm in the Multi-Purpose Gym. 
TICK ETS 011 sa le a t the east door of the gym starling at 7:00pm. .<itudenls $3.00. lion-students $5.00 
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'PaRaoe .,:ea'tC1Res Disney , 
The world-famous morning, alumni of the st. Dumoo the elephant will be touring an Irish Castle. Pluto Ford Highland Pipe Band m~ or freshme!l carrymg a 
Anheuser-Bus~ Pat's Board paint the street spraying water with his will be digging on the Kappa will also be a part of the shillela~. Re~lden~ H~ 
Clydesdales will be an ex- green. trunk on the float built by Sigma fraternity's float. The festivities. ASSOCiatIOn unicyclists will 
citing beginning for the 1982 At 10 a .m. St. Pat and Beta Sigma Psi fraternity. soror ities' Panhellenic Non-float entries, adding be followed by the Zeta Tau 
University of Missouri-Rolla members of his court will Thomas Jefferson Residence Council float will show interest and humor Alpha "Board Brigade" (a 
St. Pat's Par~de on Satur- start up Pine Street, Hall will show the thr~ little characters from Alice in throughout, include more marChing sound-off routine, 
day, March 20, m Rolla. greeting the loyal subjects. pigs and the big bad wolf Wonderland at a St. Pat's characters from Disney- and a dinosaur and cavemen 
But that's not all! The The parade route begins on celebrating St. Pat's. Peter "Tea Party," and charac- Dumoo and Timothy Mouse supplied by members of tbe 
Clydesdales ~ be followed Sixth and Pine s~ts, runs Pan will be seen dodging '. ters from "The Jungle by Sigma Tau Gamma Campus Club. Musical non-
by many familiar characters north to 12th Street west one Captain Hook's sword on a Book" will be featured on the fraternity, and Herbie the float units include tbe UMR 
from the "World of Disney" block to Rolla Su:eet, then float by Tau Kappa Epsilon Sigma Phi Epsilon float. Love Bug again by Lambda Jazz ?ombo and " The In-
on more than a dozen floats, south to Sixth Street again. fraternity. Phi Kappa Theta Other floats include Herbie Chi Alpha. The Beta Sigma ternational Federation of 
just as many bands, and This year's floats will fraternity will show Huey, the Love Bug by Sigma Pi, Psi Little Sisters will put on Chickens" by members of 
many, many non-float en- provide delights for Louie and Duey c)ltching a Steamboat Willie (the a three-ring-circus and Pi the Tech Engine Club. An-
tries to add to the ~un . . everyone. They are designed leprechaun. The men of ' original Mickey Mouse) by Kappa Alpha will supply a tique cars, .sever~ Shrine 
The parade Itself will and built by students and all Sigma Tau Gamma will help Alpha Epsilon Pi, Snow giant snake killed by either a parade UnIts, mcluding 
begin at 11 a.m., but ac- floats are mechanized. At Disney visit ' the Emerald White and the Seven Dwarfs shillelagh-carrying fresh- clowns, and horses will add 
tivities start earlier. least one element on the float Isle with Mickey Mouse; by Sigma Nu and Pinnochio to the festivities. 
Traditionally, early in the performs some action. Bambi and Donald Duck by Kappa Alpha. "Fantasia" 
is tbe setting for the Queens' 
float by Pi Kappa Alpha, 
where tbe queen and all tbe 
lovely candidates will be 
riding on lily pads floating on 
a pond - Goofy pulls tbe 
float. 
Bands participating in the 
festivities include units from 
HeliasHigh School, Alton 
High School, Weaubleau 
High School, New Bloom-
field High School, Kingsville 
High School, Fair Play High 
School, Eskridge High 
School, Eminence High 
School, Ellington High 
School. Ash Grove High 
School and Junior High 
School. The Hillcrest 
Highlanders Drum and 









1808 N. Bishop 
(Across from Samba's) 
GET A HEAD START 
IN A NUCLEAR CAREER. 
Train for a career as a N uclear P ropuls ion Officer in t he Navy. 
The Navy has t he most advanced nuclear eq uipment in 
the world. and needs ad vanced nuclear trained officers to 
ma intain and operate it. 
T he g rad uate level training you 'll receive in t his 
progra m could cost 830.000. As a Nuclea r Propuls ion 
Officer, you'll be rewarded wi t h increased responsibi li ties 
and promotion potential. 
QUALIF ICAT IONS : Age-19 to 27'12 years old . 
Ed ucat ion - Working towa rds (or have completed I BA or 
BS degree. 
Cit izenship - U.S . cit izenship required . 
Applications may be submitted a fter completion of 
sophomore year in college. If you t hink nuclear propul sion 
is your futu re, then you know the Navy is the place to 
begin . Call the Naval Management Progra ms Office for 
more informa tion. 
(314) 263-5000 
Monday-Friday 
8 a.m .-2 p .m . 
LOWEST IATES ANYWHEIE I 
• The # I Financial 
Plan for College 
'{ Graduates has 
. " I!IIplanfor FiciCI"" yo u too' 1Li ' Il)' CAll TO'DA; 









)ct. Hwy. 72 & 63 S. 
The Flavor 
of the Month 
Almond-Pistachio 
5 c OF.F 
Regular Price 
Open Mon.-Sat. 
9 :00 a.m.-9 :30 p.m. 




------'COUPON ---__ .. 
I The last Great American I 
I Hot Dog Stand and Deli ! FRIDAY & SATURDAY SPECIAL I 
o Spaghetti, tossed salad, hot bread 8 
II.. $ c: 6 1 .9 9with coupon All soda refills .2 5 ~ 
• Special "Old Fashion Pepsi Glasses" Z 
I .89 eo, And you keep the glass! I I 209 W. 8th 364-2488 Carry-Out Service I 
--____ ICOUPON' _____ .. 
"'The Blues Brothers' is a Scream ... 
One of the all-time !(reat comedies ... a fl at-out winner:' 
" Don't miss the 
'Blues' brother ... 
a miradt.· o f .. ound . 
otdhlO lind hi).!h 'PlfU"i 
vou I.: annot aff\)~ h ) 
ml .. .. . An 
l'xtrao rdinar, 
o\r ~ hn \\ ' In ... ,," n. 
:-..:\" \\ ) .,rk P,,,. 
" Fe rvid, flaky, 
fas t and funny ... 
ju .... "hal (hi'" ... umma 
hd .. nl't.·dl·J:' 
( ,""n." ShAin . 
"T • ..J.\," l\;Bl'.T\ 
JOHN BEUJSHI DAN AYKROYD 
Ii; I * ,1 OJ;1 ,1 ;ttl i; I ij ;;1 Ell 
A L .... I \"I:.R~Al PICTL Rl 
To be shown March 26th 
at 7:30 
in the M.E. Auditorium 
Ad ission -- Free 
Sponsored by the 
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Gourmet cobbler 
"Cookirig is the only 
alternative to filmmaking," 
says Werner Herzog, the 
subject of Les Blank's 
documentary, "Werner 
Herzog Eats His Shoe," 
shown at Blank's recent 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
Honors Week Lecture. 
In the 2O-minute 
documentary, Herzog boils 
his desert boots in duck fat 
seasoned with onions and 
garlic, and eats one of them 
in front of the camera. That 
film and two other 
documentaries, "Always for 
Pleasure" and "A Well-
Spent Life," gave a large 
audience gathered in UMR's 
Knights 
Industries Inc., (a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Jef-
ferson Smurfit Group Ltd.) 
Alton, Ill.; Mrs. Joseph M. 
(Louise) Marchello. Rolla: 
Dr. Thomas Murphy, 
Dublin, Ireland, president of 
University College Dublin; 
Missouri Legislator Al 
Nilges, Bourbon, 
Centennial Hall a sample of 
the kind of offbeat films that 
are Blank's trademark. 
Blank explained that he 
works with no preconceived 
ideas, letting the action 
before his camera dictate 
the direction that his final 
edited product will take. 
As an example, in 
"Always for Pleasure," he 
trained his cameras on New 
Orleans' numerous activities 
St. Pat's Parade, 
funerals, Mardi Gras - and 
its love for food, and the 
result is a film that captures 
the spirit of that city. 
Being an independant 
filmmaker is financially 
from page3 
Ltd., which he joined ill 1979, 
he has been instrumental in 
the development of the 
program supported by that 
organization creating an 
exchange program involving 
students and faculty at both 
UMR and University College 
Dublin. 
hazardous, according to 
Blank, and in order to sur-
vive he has had to become 
his own distributor, 
publiCist, and T-shirt 
salesman. Industrial film-
making keeps him going 
when there is no money for 
documentaries and the 
college lecture circuit brings 
in money needed to pay film 
processing bills. 
The resulting documen-
taries have earned him 
critical acclaim, if not the 
financial rewards of the big 
Hollywood productions, so 
he keeps making the type of 
films that look into the heart 
of American society. 
University couege Dublin. 
His early degrees were in 
chemistry and public health. 
He was awarded his M.D. 
degree on the basis of his 
published work, and has 
been awarded doctoral 
degrees in science, 
humanities and laws. 




DOUBLE STAMP DAY! 
Store Hrs: 
7 a .m.-l 0 p.m. 
Mon.-Sat. 




SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN 
BIRTH CONTROL exams, supplies. instruction NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING 
PREGNANCY TESTING and exams PROBLEM PREGNANCY COUNSELING on 
all options: parenthood. adoption, abortion VENEREAL DISEASE TESTING 
STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals COUNSELING on problems related 
to sexuality and reproduction EDUCATION, FILMS, PAMPHLETS 
Services are CONFIDENT AL 
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundametal right of every individual to decide 
freely and responsibly when and whether to have children-is a reaffirma-
tion of Jhe principles of individual liberty upon which this country was 
founded. 
ROLLA CLINIC 
1032B Kingshighway (314) 364-1509 
representative from District 
126, and David Simily. Rolla, 
owner of Dave's Barber 
Shop. 
Mrs. Joseph M. (Louise) 
Marchello spent her 
childhood in Wilmington, 
Del., and Aiken, S.C. She 
began her college career at 
V3$Sar College and com-
pleted a bachelor's degree in 
English at the Universty of 
Maryland. 
hospital appointments, Dr. ~~~~~~AAAAA~~~~~~~~~~IIIIw~~~AAA~~~. 
Murphy served in public 
Dr. Leonard (Lenn) 
Koederitz is a native of St. 
Louis. He earned B.S., M.S. 
and' Ph.D. degrees at UMR 
in 1968, 1969 and 1970. 
After serving in the U.S. 
Army Chemical Corps and 
working for Atlantic Rich-
field Co. in Texas, he 
returned to UMR as a 
member of the faculty in 
1975. Since that time he has 
received five "Outstanding 
Teaching Awards," served 
the petroleum engineering 
discipline in administrative 
capacities for two years, and 
has authored five technical 
articles and three books. He 
has served as adviser to Blue 
Key (service organization), 
Kappa Sigma fraternity and 
the UMR student chapter of 
the Society of Petroleum 
Engineers. 
James B. Malloy is a 
native of Massachusetts. He 
earned a B.S. degree in 1951 
from Babson College, 
Babson Park, Mass. From 
1952 to 1978 he was with the 
industrial packaging group 
of International Paper Co., 
NewYork,N.Y. 
As an executive with the 
Jefferson Smurfit Group 
Mrs. Marchello served as 
a member of the College 
Park, Md., HOUSing 
Authority, was president of a 
cooperative nursery school 
there and was a substitute 
teacher in Maryland high 
schools. As wife of the UMR 
chancellor, she is involved in 
numerous campus activities 
- serving as hostess for 
functions honoring a variety 
of guests of the campus as 
well as UMR. students, 
faculty, staff and alumni and 
members of the Rolla 
community. 
Dr. Thomas Murphy is a 
native of . Ireland. He 
received his secondary 
education at Clongowes 
Wood College in County 
Kildare and his university 
education at Medical School, 
health appointments until 
joining the faculty of 
Uruversity College Dublin as 
a professor of social and 
preventive medicine in 1955. 
He became dean of the 
faculty of medicine in 1962, 
registrar for the college in 
1965 and president of 
University College Dublin in 
1972. 
Representative Al Nilges 
is from Bourbon and 
Crawford County. He is a 
member .and past com-
mander of the American 
Legion (served four years in 
the U.S. Air Force); 
member of the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars; past 
president of the Bourbon 
Boosters Club; past chair-
man, Community Bet-
terment; past president, 
Bourbon School Board, and 
past preSident, C-rawford 
County Democratic Club. 
seepage 17 
Christopher Jewelers 
Diamonds and Watches 
903 Pine Rolla. MO 364-2"64 
IT 
ST. PAT'S SPECIAL 
Carnations .60 
WIRE SERVICES PLANT RENTAL 
AFS SERVICE (Short Term) 
We service weddings, 
hospitals, and special 
occasions. 
Daily Rates 
10" pot $4.00 6" pot $2.00 
8" pot $3.00 (Also other sizes) 
Master Card & Visa Accepted..4 L .h '" A I·"" 0;:,/ _ ... _. ~ " 
611Pine 364-8411 ~,~~ ~",O/~ 
GOOD FOR ONE 
FREE GAME 
Limit 1 per person 
Expires 6-21-82 
CELLAR GAMES 
1107 Pine (Under Sunnywall) Rolla 
10 a.m.-11 p.m. 
wht~. ,atfs fSoarb salutts 










Fred Voss Enterprises, Inc. 
Grellner Sales & Service 
Ozark Equipment 
Pizza Hut 
O'Donnell Distributing Co., Inc. 
Beverage Mart 
Russell's Town & College 
American Bonk of Rolla 
Maggi Construction 
Terry Cossette's 509 Package Store 
Bradford & Fitzsimmons Studio 
Frank B. Powell Lumber 
Hebbeler Bottling Co. 




George Walsh Chevrolet 
Rolla Daily News 
Commonwealth Theatres The Green Derby 
Quality Tire 








Sunny Wall Flowers 
Key Sport Shop 
Campus Book Store 
Holsum Bakery 
O.K. Tire Service 
Bruno's 




Electric Motor Works 





Hope Dress & Gift Shop 





Long Insurance Co. 
Sbelter Insurance 
The Copper Tree 
The Sandwich Gallery 
The Last Great American 
Hot Dog Stand 
Printing Plus 
BCI Corporation 
Bob's 209 Tavern 
Missouri Oz~rk Upholstery 
Ribock Service Center 
John's Firestone Store 
Rolla Freezer locker 
Neil's Custom Meats 
Top Dollar Pawn 
Faulkner's Beverage & Mini·Mart 
Rolla Monumer:'t Co. 
Nod·A·Way Motel 
Farmer's Production Credit Assn. 
Ozarks Coca Cola 
James Trainer 
The Pub 
Genny's House of Fashion 
Norman Dee Motel 
Loyal Steelman Insurance 
Bailey Realtors 
Dishman's Interstate Mobile 
Maid-Rite 
Mace Insurance 
Golden Rule Insurance 
College life Insurance 
·Golden Corral 
Krogers 
AI West Chrysler 
The Deli 
Rolla Sporting Goods 
Quality Cleaners 
Rolla Dairy Queen 
La Posada 
Herrman Lumber 
Mule Trading Post 
Hillcrest Drug 
Meramec Oil Co. 
China Garden 
Rolla Western Store 
Sid's Upholstery 
Pub Mobile 
Uregas, Propane Gas 









Circle G Cowboy Shop 
Bison Vacuum Center 
Baxter, Maurer & Associates 
lutz & Sons Custom Welding 
Darr's Department Store 
Hillcrest Big Star 
Callen's Grocery 
KTTR 
Tenco Drilling & Pump 
B. M . Bahr & Son Furniture 
Farmer's Insurance Group 
Bare Tops 
United Savings & loan Association 
Hart's Appliance Center 
. State Beauty Supply, Inc. 
Appliance Mart 
Rolla Farmer's Exchange 
Barnes Engine Rebuilders, Inc. 
Chub & Jo's Restaurant 
Dave's Barber Shop 
G&D Steak House 




Rolla Welders Supply 
r-----------------------j 
Watch for 
the Root" Bear' 
in the Parade! 
.,usaSA United States 





Green Biscuits & Gravy 
$1.19 
St. Pat's Special 
6:00-11 :00 Weekends 
6:00-10:00 Weekdays 
~W> 1202 N. Bishop Rolla, Mo. 364-8998 
Tennis, racquetball, squash & badminton 
racquets 
WE CARRY: 
Over 20 different types of strings-Leoina 66, 
Blue Star, Henkalon & Gamma Gut are just a 
few of the many. 
PRICES: 
Prices are reasonable. Total cost of stringing 
starts as low as $6.00. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
LOCATED IN: 
Vessell's Racquet CI ub 
1910 North Pine Rolla 
(Behind Nod-A-Way Motel) 





Wm. G. & Doris J. Cocos, Jr . 
David l . & Frances A . Oakley 
Rep . Phillip M . Barry 
Eleanor & Paul Dawning 
Charles "Bud" Haas 
Hans & Jimmie Schrr it 
James E. Halligan 
Robert E. Crowley 
Bab & Dorothy Schuchardt 
Maramec Oil Company 
Dr. James M. Myers, M .D. 
Edward A. Smith 
Beth & Ed lorey 
Joseph & louise Marchello 
Gerald Maggi 
Jerry & Mary Frances Berry 
Null & Son Funeral Home 
Joseph W. Carlo 
James C. Olson 
Dr. E. E. Feind 
Joseph W. Mooney 
Mrs. V. H. McNutt 
Mr. & Mrs. W. T. Krotzer 




Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Morris 
National·Food Store 
Willis l. Brown 
William & Catherine Jenks 
Robert K. Tote 
Hillcrest Big Star 
Prof. C. James Grimm 
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Dook 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Sowers 
Mrs. Sally White 
Kirlin's Inc. 
Vern's Clothing Store 
Williams Shoe Store 
D. M. Dunafon, Jr. 
D. Vincent Roach 
Can·lex Industries 
Mr. & Mrs. C. R. Remington 
Milton E. & Sandra H. litzsinger 
Rev . James l . Wieberg 
Harriet H. Sweary 
Bill & Pot Schweer 
Mrs. F. C. Edwards 
Dr. Gerold B. & Be"~ lou Rupert 
Fred & Rhea Kisslinger 
Thomas P. & lora E. Von Daren 
Mr. & Mrs. O. K. Crosser 
Fairview Investments 
ltc. Dennis F. & Rosemarie Butler 
Wayne V. Schmidt 
James C. Kirkpatrick 
Robert V. & Dorothea Wolf 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph M. Marchello 
Peter F. & Alice D. Mattei 
Theodore J. & Miriam L. Planie 
Mr. & Mrs. F. H. Mackaman 
Virgil & Marie Sidener 
Jahn D. Powell 
Central Federal Savings & loon 
Dr. & Mrs. Dudley Thompson 
Richard H. & Shirley W. Bauer 
J. Stuart & lucille W . Johnson 
Adrian H. & Jean P. Doone 
David W. & Julie A. Dearth 
What·U-Call-lt Package liquor' 
Keith E. Bailey 
Rollo Coble Company 
Curt Smith 
Alex Pizzo Palace 
Best Western Coochlight Inn 
Mead Technologies-
William J. James 
Richard & Mary Alice Anderson 
Dr. Bill & Pot Alchley 
Ernest & June Spokes 
Gene McFarland 
L. R. & PhylliS Nuss 
Kent Roberts 
Mrs. Gale Bullman 
Col. Edward A. Owsley 
Eugene & Eleanor Northern 
Bab's TV & Appliance 
Holiday Inn of Rollo, 
Arno V. Sponeman 
PLACHIENT OFF I CE 
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Groundwaves Rolla Turned Classical? 
So why is it that we 
scholars, we practitioners 
and learners of the most 
demanding mental 
disciplines, do not take our 
rest and our pleasure unto 
that "cultured" and refined 
style of music known as 
classical? Why isn't Rolla, 
renowned for its technically 
skilled engineers, not also 
known for its mastery and 
appreciation of the classics 
in general? Subtitled - Why 
are John Valby and St. Pat's 
so popular? Perhaps we 
truly are creatures of 
balance. Perhaps' imposing 
the structure and discipline 
of a thorough understanding 
of the Fourier and Laplace 
transfotms produces in our 
Pure Prairie League 
spirits a yearning for a same culture that gave us 
purely creative and t!"le legends of Bacchus and 
minimally-controlled energy Pan? Not to mention a major 
release (garbage in, gar- war so bloody, lasting so 
bage out.) Wasn't it the long, and starting so trivially 
Greeks who defined our ' that it's still remembered 
word classic? Weren't the today? Talk about needing to 
Greek philosophers some of blow off steam! ! 
the first to define an order This thought for the day 
and a system to our was brought to you by the 
universe? And wasn't it this ying and the yang working in 
conjunction with the light 
side of the Force. Nobody 
would like to thank Johann S. 
Bach, Helen of Troy, his high 
school history teacher, and 
all his friends down at 
Maxwell House without 
whom this would have never 
been possible. 
Allow me to leave my body 






We've all heard of the 
green, green grass of home, 
but this year the green may 
be brown or black - mud. 
For all the freshmen and 
sophomores down here, 
unless you had the chance to 
come early, you've missed 
the fun that Rolla can have 
in the mUd. St. Pat's of 1980 
may have been the Best 
Ever but it was also the 
"Wetest Ever." 
My best recollection was 
the Extravaganza. The 
drinking was more than wet, 
it was sopping. Jeans were 
wet to the knees, and you had 
to be careful where you 
stepped. But, try as you 
may, there's no beating the 
mud! After an hour or two of 
trying to stay dry, it only 
took one person to get the 
crowd started. A big puddle 
soon turned into a perfect 
mud bath. We took turns 
throwing each other in, and 
Sliding around. The rain (or 
slush) never let up. A cold 
drizzle fell all afternoon, and 
although some stayed inside, 
the majority of the UMR 
students decided to brave 
the cold rain. 
Let's hope this year is a 
little different. The forecast 
has been changed a few 
tim~, so it seems a toss-up. 
It's for sure the rain on 
Sunday did a little dam-
pening to the grounds - but 
dampen our spirits - never! 
Prepare for the best St. Pat's 
ever! 
Ha ve th e Best 
ST. PAT'S~ 
ever! i ~ 
Country Rock at it's Best IDQe 
1lIlIullic 
~Qnppe By KEN DONNELLY 
On Saturday, March 20, 
1982 the Student Union Board 
proudly presents PURE 
PRAIRIE LEAGUE. the 
concert will be held at the 
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose 
building at8:00p.m. 
Tickets for the event have 
been on sale this past week 
at the Student Center-East 
and sale will end at 1:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 17. All 
tickets will be 
available at the door, 
Saturday evening. The price 
of the tickets for UMR 
students are $3.00 and two 
can be purchased per UMR 
1.D. Tickets for non-students 
will be sold for $5.00. 
Pure Prairie League is an 
exciting country-rock group 
which has been performing 
for many years. Although 
none of the original mem-
bers are still with the band, 
their musical talent makes 
them a very excellent group. 
The concert promises to be 
an enjoyable performance 
and the Student Union Board 
invites all to attend. 
Forum Plaza Rolla 
364-5644 
Alex Pizza Palace 
122 W. 8th Street Rolla 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M. 
-SANDWICHES -SALADS 
-SPAGHETTI 
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH 
For FREE. DELIVERY of Pizzas 
364-2669 or 364-9878 
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Prepare for 
The Invasion 
By DOLL Y VALENTINE 
Countdown! Only two 
more days till the population 
of Rolla, Mo., nearly 
doubles. 
Where do all the 
people fit? Motels are full 
from Vienna to st. James; 
with floor space being 
scarce. You hear the talk, 
" Who's staying where?" 
As a freshman, I was 
never more surprised. I had 
heard of the crowd of people 
A sure way of 
coming but never had I 
imagined ... ! It just hit me 
when I walked into the 
bathroom after the games on 
Friday. Never have I had 
any trouble getting a shower 
at 5:00 in the evening, but 
that night I had trouble 
getting into the bathroom. 
Sure they had set a limit of 
one girl in every room, but 
all the extras were in the 
bathroom. Towels, sleeping 
bags and suitcases lined the 
tile floor - tile, you couldn't 
even see the tile. But then 
Making It! 
By SHERRY NOONAN 
A friend of mine shared 
this with me a few years ago. 
I 'm not sure who the author 
is, but I believe it's the 
thought that should be 
shared. I hope you can get 
something out of it. 
I! you can keep your head 
when life's temptations 
Are bidding you to heed 
their beck and call, 
I! you can dream and have 
high expectations 
Yet not mind working hard 
at all ... 
If you can take advice 
from those who love you, 
Yet learn to make 
decisions for yourself, 
If you can cheer as others 
pass above you 
And put your disap-
pointments on the shelf ... 
If you can work and not 
make toil your master 
If you can gain and not 
make gold your aim, 
If, whether you meet 
triumph or disaster, 
You can be proud of how 
you "played the game" ... 
"If you can smile when 
odds are against you, 
Determined to try even 
harder still, 
If when your foes have 
practically convinced you 
"You can't" - you buckle 
down and say, "I WILL" ... 
If friends count more with 
you than wealth or power 
And you're at home with 
great and small, 
If you can know success' 
finest hour 
Yet place respect and 
honor over all ... 
If you can be unselfish and 
forgiving 
And give thanks for the 
blessings you've received, 
If you can face the 
challenges of living 
And, choosing right from 
wrong are not deceived ... 
If you can put your heart 
into attaining 
The goals you seek, and do 
your best each day 
Yet, without hesitating or 
complaining, 
Help others gladly as you 
go your way ... • 
If you can live the Golden 
Rule each minute, 
And shape your course 
according to God's Plan, 
Yours is the world and 
everything that's in it 
And, what is more - me, 
you'll understand! 
you had to notice something 
else. Something that sets 
these girls apart from the 
Rolla girl. Curling irons, 
curlers, mascara, lotions, 
makeup, there was no single 
space of mirror left. Sure, 
the UMR boys like their 
imports; but do they ever get 
to see what they really look 
like through all that 
makeup? How would you 
like them when they get up in 
the morning before they 
spend hours in front of a 
mirror? 
Now, I don't mean to 
generalize, I'm just saying 
what I saw in the bathroom 
that Friday afternoon. A 
bunch of girls taking all the 
time in the world in my 
bathroom getting ready to go 
out. 
Maybe this year Witl be 
different? I doubt it. 
Perhaps it's just that the 
imports seem to be turning 
into Coeds - which is fine 
with me. At least they'll 
have their own place to stay! 
~--------------------~---'~~~~--~T~·~~ 










Jet. 63 & Pine Rolla 
364-4544 





International Tours of Rolla 
1023 Klng.highway Saturdays 10:00-1 :00 
341·3300 W_kdays 9-5 
JADWIN CANOE RENTAL 
Jadwin, MO 65550 Ph . 314-729-5229 
Used canoes for sale-shuttle service 
STUDENT CREDIT 
Ever wish that while trave ling, 
vacationing, or maybe just for 
emergencies, you could have a 
na tiona l credit card? 
Well, nO\\1 - YOU CAN - obtain a 
Master Card or Visa while still 
in school, no co-sign e r r equi r ed. 
We have established a division 
to exclusive ly hand l e the c r edit 
needs of co llege students. _ . 
freshmen, sophomores, juniors, 
and senior s ... so you can enjoy 
the conveni ences of c redit NOW, 
and have your credit es tab li s hed 
for your profess iona l life after 
graduation. 
On a 3 x 5 card, print your name 
and complete address . (Enc l ose 
$2.00 for postage and ha ndl ing.) 
Send to: 
Cre ative Cre dit International 
Collegiate Credit Division 
Suite 30 3 -Penn Linco.1n Bldg. 
789 Penn Avenue 
Pittsburgh, FA 15221 
-
t 





"Best ever, by far." -
Sf. PAT 
Michael Avery, 467 
Bloomingdale, St. Louis, 
senior in petroleum 
engineering, son of Robert 
and Norma Avery, 
represents Beta Sigma Psi. 
"Special ed, isn't that bow 
everyone's behavior is 
described during st. Pat's?" 
GUARD 
Ed Yamnitz, 302 N. Walnut 
St., Perryville, junior in ciVil 
engineering, son of Viola and 
. Dalvin Jamnitz, represents 
Residence Hall Association. 
MASTER GUARD 
Gregory M. F1eck, 6254 
Pershing,St. Louis, senior in 
mechanical engineering; son 
of Emil Jr., and Dorothy 




Jim Scanlon, 2145 
Edgewood, Springfiel?, 
graduate student m 
mechanical engineering, son 
of Robert and Kathleen 
Scanlon, represents Sigma 
Phi Epsilon. 
"I'm easy but not cheap. " 
MASTER GUARD 
Joel Mahnken, route 1, 
Frohna, junior in ciVil 
engineering, son of Armin A. 
Mahnken, represents 
Campus Club. 
"Hobby, hubl:ly, hobby." 
PAGE 
Dennis Sutton, Louisiana, 
senior in economics, son of 
Helen F . Sutton Root, 
represents Kappa Alpha. 
above is St. Pat's Proclamation being signed by 
Bond. 
"My brain& are trying to get 
out." GUARD 
steve Sanders, 423 W. 
Jefferson, Palmyra, senior 
in geological engineering, 
son of Fern C. Sanders, 
represents Sigma Pi. 
"I ain't so weird,' 
HERALD 
Greg Symes, 3415 N. 35th 
Place, St. Joseph, senior in 
mining engineering, son of 
Hod and Mabel Symes, 
represents Pi Kappa Alpha. 
"No report. " 
TRUMPETER 
Keith Markway, 7202 
Harris, Raytown. senior in 
mining engineering, son of 
James Markway and Mrs. 
Shirley Hall, represents 
Delta Tau Delta. 
"Mom makes me hurt too 
much." 
GUARD 
Tim Kassen, Route 4, 
Festus, senior in mechanical 
engineering, son of Norma 
and Dick K3S$en, represents 
Pi Kappa Theta. 
:>'" 'f ',. ~ 
~~.:~-,~~.. " ,. '.' . " . \ 
Look Ma, no hands! 
"Ping me." 
GUARD 
Doug Guenther, 15 Arrnat 
Court, Des Peres, senior in 
mechanical engineering, son 
of Charles and Katherine 
Guenther, represents Tech 
Engine Club. 




The brothers 01 Alpha EpsUon PI are 
proud to present MIss Kathy Allen as 
our candidate lor the Queen 01 Love 
and Beauty. Kathy ls the daughter 01 
Mr. and Mrs. David Allen 01 RoUa, and 
ls CWTenUy attending the University 
01 MlssoWi at RoUa. 
At UMR, she ls a lreslunan majoring 
In mechanical engineering. She Is 
afllllated with the Zeta Tau Alpha 
sorority and Is also a UWe sister 01 the 
Alpha EpsUon Pllraternlty. 
We leel that Kathy's outstanding 
personaUty and grare, coupled with 
her radiant beauty make her the one 
and only choice to besthe 1982 St. Pat's 
Queen 01 Love and Beauty. 
~ ........ ---
Jenifer Scurlock 
The members 01 Tech-Engine Club 
are proud to present MIss Jenller 
Scurlock as our candidate lor the 1982 
St. Pat's Queen 01 Love and Beauty. 
The daughter 01 Roger and Nancy 
Scurlock 01 Florissant, Mo., Jeni ls a 
sophomore In petroleum engineering. 
A member 01 the Society 01 Women 
Engineers, she Ilsts among her h0b-
bies dancing and running. Jenller's 
chann, beauty, lriendllness and In-
teUlgence make her an Ideal candldate 
lor the Queen 01 Love and Beauty. 
Lori Reeves 
It ls with great pride and pleasure 
that the men 01 PI Kappa Ph! oller 
MIss Lori """ves as our choice lor the 
1982 Queen 01 Love and Beauty. 
Daughter 01 Anna and Donald """ves, 
Lori Is a 1981 graduate 01 Roosevelt 
HJgh School In St. Louts. She ls 
studying chemical engineering here at 
UMR. Her Interests Include skydiving, 
tennis and racquetball . Lori 's outgoing 
personality and obvious beauty make 
her the best choice lor this St. Pat'. 
Queen. ------
Bettina Hoefener 
We, the men 01 the Eta Oulpter 01 
Beta Sigma PsI are proud to present 
this vivacious, young blond as our 1982 
St. Pat's Queen candldate. 
Miss Bettina Hoelener, the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. James R. Hoefener of 
Florissant, Mo., Is presenUy a lresh-
man coed at UMR majoring In com-
puter science. 
Her outgoing and spirited per-
sonality has manllested Itsell In a 
numher 01 ways, including her acUve 
participation In the Sisters 01 the Gold 
Rose here In RoUa. 
Bettina's natural cIla"rm and daz-
zling beauty make her the per/ect 
choice lor this year's St. Pat's Queen 
of Love and Beauty. 
Carol Suit 
carol Suit will he representtng the 
Iraternity 01 Ph! Kappa Theta as their 
1982 St. Patrick's Queen candidate. 
She ls a lreshman attending the 
University 01 MlssoWi-RoUa, 
majoring In mechanical engineering. 
She is an active member of the PhI 
Kappa Theta IItUe sister organization 
and ls also a part-time newswriter lor 
the MlssoWi MIner. 
We, the brothers 01 Ph! Kappa Theta 
Iratemity, leel that Carol Suit is the 
per/ect girl to represent our house as 
our St. Patrick's Queen candidate. She 
has good looks and has the personality 
to he the St. Patrick's Queen 011982. 
Victoria Lapp 
We, the men 01 PI Kappa Alpha, are 
proud to present our candldate lor the 
t982 SL Pat's Queen, Miss Victoria SUe 
Lapp. Vicld, a lreslunan In electrical 
engineering here at UMR, Is the 
daughter 01 Mr. and Mrs. Frederick 
Lapp 01 Kansas CIty, Mo. This 
beautilul young lady belongs to such 
organizations as SWE, IEEE, 
Cooperative Education Organization, 
and Is a slster 01 the Shield and 
Diamond. She ls also a member 01 the 
varsity tennis team. We leel that 
Vicki 's vibrant personality and 
radiant beauty would make her the 
Ideal choice lor the 1982 St. Pat's 
Queen. 
Kathy Von Rum p 
The slsters 01 ChI Omega proudly 
present Miss Kathy Von Rump as our 
st. Pat's Queen candldate. Kathy, St. 
Louis, is a sophomore majoring In 
electric engineering. She ls active In 
ChI Omega where she holds the ol/lce 
01 rush chalnnan. Kathy's activities 
on campus Include helng a member 01 
PanheUenic where she was pubUc 
relations chainnan and now serves as 
president. She ls also a member 01 the 
Society 01 Women Engineers and Ph! 
Eta Sigma honor Iraternity. 
We leel Kathy's sparkling per-
sonaUty and bright smUe would cer-
tainly hlghUght the St. Pat's 
festivities. 
Pam Rosenthal 
TIle men of Sigma Nu fraternity are 
honored to present Pam Rosenthal as 
our SL Pat's Queen candidate. We leel 
she ls a natural to be queen 01 the 
biggest and best celebration at UMR. 
If you've ever seen Pam on campus 
we're sure you remember her. Her 
stunning beauty and statuesque figure 
tum heads wherever she goes. 
Pam Is a member of ASEM and is a 
Sigma Nu mUe sister. 
We at Sigma Nu think that Pam ls 
the . ' best ever" candidate for St. Pal's 
1982: The Best Ever. 
Juli Gaston 
R.H.A. Is proud to announce Miss 
JuU Gaston as our candidate lor St. 
Pat's Queen 01 Love and Beauty. JuU 
is a lreslunan majoring In computer 
science. She enjoys music, sporis and 
being with people. She has also 
recently participated In the UMR 
production 01 " H.M.S. PInafore." Jull 
Is a 1981 graduate 01 McCluer North 
HJgh School, and is the daughter 01 
Gerald and J ayna Gaston 01 
Florissant, Mo. We helleve that Jull 's 
apparent charm and beauty would 
make her the per/eet choice lor St. 
Pat's Queen. 
Kim berly Raile 
The brothers 01 TrIangle Iraternity 
are p.-oud to present Miss Kimberly 
Dawn Raile, daughter 01 Sid and 
Madeline Raile of Crestwood. Mo., as 
our candidate lor st. Pat 's Queen t982. 
Kim Is a lreslunan at the University 01 
Mlssourl -<:Olumbla where she Is also a 
member 01 Alpha ChI Omega sorority 
and 01 the A TP IItUe sisters' 
organization. Her hobbles lncJude 
reading, snow siding, racquetball and 
meeting people. We leel Kim's charm, 
heauty and outgOing personality make 
her the best choice lor Queen 01 St. 
Pat's 1982. 
lisa Hill 
The men 01 Sigma ChI Mu are proud 
to present MIss Lisa Susan HJU, 
daughter 01 Mr. and Mrs. R. W. HIU 01 
RoUa as their t982 St. Pat's Queen 
candidate. Lisa Is a lroshman studying 
In the department of engineering 
managemenL Lisa ls Involved In the 
Little Sisters 01 Sigma ChI Mu and the 
American Society 01 EngIneering 
Management. 
Lisa Is 5'4" with brown hair and 
lovely brown eyes. We believe her 
charm and heartwannlng smUe will 
highlight St. Pat and his honored 
court. 
Dana Stricker 
With great pride, the men and 
women 01 T JHA present Dana Stricker 
as our St. Pat's Queen candidate. 
Dana Is the daughter of Dr. Howard 
Stricker and Mrs. Eunire Kaufman. 
Among her many honors and ac· 
complishments are produclng and 
hosting the NYC TV show " Varsity 
Upda te," cutting the record " Stop 
Boy" and helng nominated lor the 
United Nations' International Year oC 
the Child board. 
Dana's dynamic personality, chann 
and natural beauty make her worthy 
of presiding over the St. Pat's 
lestivities. 
Karin Sue Floyd 
We, the men 01 the Beta Chi chapler 
01 Kappa Sigma, proudly present Miss 
Karin SUe Floyd, daughter 01 Ken and 
Fran Floyd, as our candidate lor St. 
Patrick's Queen 01 Love and Beauty. 
She ls a lreshman lrom St. Louts 
majoring In computer science and ls a 
member 01 Kappa Sigma Stardusters. 
She enjoys singing, dancing and 
per/onnlng In musical stage 
productions. Not only ls Karin a 
gorgeous, strawberry blond, bloo-eyed 
doU, she also possesses the charm, 
personality and elegance hellWng a 
queen. 
Laura Coad 
The J>rothers 01 Acacia Iraternlty 
are honored to present Laura Ann 
Coad as their nominee lor the 1982 St. 
Pars Queen lestivlties. Laura Is the 
daughter 01 Dan and Marly Coad 01 St. 
Peters, Mo. She Is a t980 graduate 01 
Fort Zumwalt High School, and Is 
CWTenUy a sophomore at UMR 
majoring In liIe sciences. Her plans lor 
the future Include a career as 8 
research geneticist, marriage and 
perhaps a lamUy. This pretty 
strawberry-blond has green eyes and 
is a dean's list student. 
Aud 
Stephanie Cioffi 
The men 01 the Delta Epsilon 
Chapter 01 the Delta Sigma Phi 
Iraternity are honored to present MIss 
Stephanie Ciolfi as our 1982 SI. 
Patrick's Queen candidate. She Is 
from Sl. Louis and is a sophomore 
majoring in mechanical engineering. 
Last year she was historian and is 
currently secrttary lor Delta Sig's 
Daughters 01 the Nile and Is actively 
involved with the Society of Women 
Engineers. We leel that Stevie, with 
her charm and beauty, would make 
the perfect choice to reign next to St. 
Patrick as his Queen · 01 Love and 
Beauty. 
Audrey Foley 
We, the members of campus Club, 
are proud to present as our SI. Pat's 
Queen candidate, Miss Audrey F . 
Foley. Audrey is a junior here at UMR 
in engineering management (ME 
prelerence). She has participated in 
numerous organizations and activities 
since coming to UMR including 
Campus Club, Student Council, 
Women's Club Soccer, UMR Sport 
Parachute Club, intramurals and the 
Karate Club. We lee I that with 
Audrey's activeness and interest In 
UMR she will make an exceUent 
choice lor queen. 
Kim Baldi 
The southern gentlemen of the 
Kappa Alpha order are proud to 
present Miss Kim Baldi as our 1982 Sl. 
Patrick's Queen candidate, Kim is a 
sophomore at "Meramec Community 
Coilege where she Is majoring in In-
terior design. Kim enjoys several 
sports, Including solthaU and indoor 
soccer. In addition to her studies, she 
linds the time to be a baskethaU 
cheerleader and editor on the school 
newspaper. The" brothers 01 Kappa 
Alpha leel this blue-eyed brunette 
would be an unparaUeled choice as St. 
Patrick's Queen 01 Love and Beauty. 
Kris Erickson 
Motel HOUSing Association (MHA} is 
proud to present Mi~ Kris Erickson as 
their 1982 SI. Pa!"s Queen contestanl. 
Miss Erickson Is a resident of Car· 
nahan Hall. Miss Erickson, the 
daughter of Jo ~nn M . Erickson of 
O'Fallon, Ill ., is a fre.;tunan majoring 
in chemical engineering. 
She is a member of the UMR varsity 
tennis team and also enjoys weight 
lilting and jogging. She is a very 
outgoing young lady who is very much 
involved In the activities of Carnahan 
HaUandMHA. 
Kathy Miller 
The men 01 Sigma Phi Epsilon are 
proud to present Ms. Kathy Miller, 
daughter 01 Mr. and .Mrs. Lowell F . 
Miller, as their candidate for the honor 
of Queen of the Best St. Pat's Ever! 
Kathy Is a blond·halred, blue-eyed 
lreshman lrom Falrgrove, Mo. She is 
an engineering management major 
and a member 01 the Golden Hearts 01 
Sigma Phi Epsilon. She is very athietic 
and enjoys. running and aerobic 
dancing. Kathy is always cheerful and 
very outgoing and Is always willing to 
give of her time and talent to those 
around her. 
Lisa Bockman 
Representing the brothers of 
Lambda Chi Alpha, as our candidate 
for the Queen of Love and Beauty, Is 
the charming Lisa K. Bockman. 
Originally from Birch Tree, Mo. , Lisa 
now resides in RoUa and is presenUy a 
hairstylist at the Halrberdashery. This 
glowing. 5'8", blond-halred, blue-eyed 
beauty enjoys aerobics, playing the 
piano, running, water skiing and 
meeting new people. With her wann, 
easy-going and sincere personality, 
Lisa will best represent SI. Patrick 
and his court as the 1982 Queen of Love 
and Beauty. 
Lori Almeling 
The men 01 Delta Tau Delta 
fraternity are proud to present Miss 
Lori Almellng as our candidate lor SI. 
Pat's Queen of Love and Beauty. Lori 
Is from Kansas City, Mo., and is a 
sophomore majoring in computer 
science here at UMR. She was the 
former treasurer, and is presenUy 
vice president of the little sister 
organization at Beta Sigma Psi 
Iraternity. Her outstanding per-
sonality and charm make her loved by 
aU those she meets. The men 01 Delta 
Tau Delta believe Lori Almeling Is the 
perfect choice lor SI. Pat's Queen lor 
1982. 
Nancy Patt 
TIle men of Sigma Tau Gamma are 
proud 'to present Miss Nancy Patt for 
our candidate for SL Pat's Queen. This 
beauti fuI brunette is a freshman 
majoring in mechanical engineering. 
Originally from Creve Coeur, Mo., the 
daughter of Dean and Shirley Patt now 
lives in Carnahan Hall. Nancy is 
president of Carnahan Hall and, 
having pledged Zeta Tau Alpha. Is now 
holding a position on the social com-
mittee In addition to playing in· 
tramural sports for the sorority. We 
believe her to be the best :andidatc for 
St. Pat's Queen. 
Patty Thomas 
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon are 
proud to present Patty Thomas as our 
SI. Pat's Queen candidate. Patty, a 
senjor in mechanical engineering, is 
the daughter 01 Mr. and Mrs. Hal 
Thomas 01 SI. LouIs. She has been an 
acUve member of the TKE litUe sister 
organization, serving both as vice 
president and presldenl. We beileve 
that Patty's cheerful smUe and lun-
loving personality make her an 
Irresistible choice for St. Pat's Queen 
- besides, with her Irish heritage and 
a name like "Patty," why not?? 
Martha Tompkins 
The sisters 01 the EpsUon Alpha 
chapter 01 Kappa Delta sorority 
proudly announce that Miss Martha 
Tompkins. daughter 01 Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Tompkins, has been chosen to 
represent them in the 1982 SI. Pat's 
Queen cOmpetition. 
During her past 2'h years at the 
University of Missouri-RoUa, Miss 
Tompkins has been very active in 
Kappa Delta, holding such olfices as 
fund-raising chainnan, activities 
chainnan and chapter education 
chalrman. She bOcame a Sigma Nu 
little sister in 1978 and was president 01 
the organizaUon lor ODe term. 
11 
Ann Dwyer 
The sisters 01 Zeta Tau Alpha take 
great pride in presenting MIss Ann 
Dwyer as our candidate lor the 1982 SI. 
Pat's Queen 01 Love and Beauty. Ann, 
daughter 01 Mr. and Mrs. Michael J . 
Dwyer 01 Florissant, Is a sophomore at 
UMR, majoring in petroleum 
englneering. An outstanding 
representative of ZTA, she Is a 
member 01 PanheilenJc, Society 01 
Petroleum Engineers, president 01 
Daughters 01 the Emerald and is 
currently lirst vice president lor our 
chapter. Because 01 her exuberant 
personaUty, we leel AnnIe would be an 
exceUent choice lor SI. Pat's Queen. 
Mary Eyberg 
The Independents 01 UMR proodly 
present MIss Mary Eyberg as their 
candidate lor the 1982 Queen 01 Love 
and Beauty. Miss Eyberg is the 
daughter 01 Mr. and Mrs. W. P . 
Eyberg 01 RoUa. The members 01 GDI 
have elected Mary because 01 her 
support 01 the Independents and their 
activities. With her natural beauty and 
outgo!ng personality the Independents 
believe that MIss Eyberg exempUlles 




The brothers 01 Theta Xi are proud 
to present Linda Rapp as our nominee 
lor our SI. Pat's Queen candidate. 
Linda, the daughter 01 Mr. and Mrs. 
Arman Rapp 01 SI. Louis, · Is a 
sophomore here at UMR and is 
majoring in mechanJcaJ engineering. 
Linda is also part 01 the Blue Irises, 
Theta Xi's Uttie sister organlzatlon. 
Because 01 her charming personaUty 
and cheerful smile, we, the brothers 01 
Theta Xi, leel that Linda is a prime 
and deserving candidate lor SI. Pat's Queen._--_ ..... ..,. 
leslie Drum 
We, the men 01 Sigma Pi fraternity, 
are proud to introduce MIss Leslie 
Marte Drum as our SI. Pat's Queen 
candidate. Leslie is a lreshman 
studying computer science. She is the 
daughter 01 Ray and Elaine Drum who 
now reside in Fort SmJth, Ark. Leslie's 
outgoing spirits are shown by her 
involvement in various organizations 
such as Daughters of the Emerald, 
Porn-Pons and Theaters Guild. She 
was also the leading lady in last 
semester's play, "A Visit to a Small 
Planel." This blue-eyed, blond beauty 
has the radiant persnallty that is 
characteristic 01 SI. Pat's royalty and 
we leel she will be an exceptional 
SOURCE: SPI and RB 
"What are you losers 
doing here?" inquired the 
goon holding a gun in the 
back of Scooter's neck from 
last week. 
"We just stopped by for a 
couple of beers," Scooter 
bluffed. 
"Sure Scooter, and you 
just happen to be a P .l. 
asking about a famous 
DEAD underworld figure. " 
"Would you believe he 
owed me a couple of pit. 
chers?" Scooter asked 
cautiously. 
"No, I wouldn't. Come on 
Scooter, I'm not as dumb' as I 
look! " the thug said, 
growing impatient. 
" Good God! Let's hope 
not," Scooter remarked, 
causing his assailant to drive 
his gun hard into his neck 
until Scooter decided it was 
time to quit being so cool. 
"Oh, a wise guy, huh? Tell 
me!" 
" We're looking for the 
Maltese owl," Scooter said 
as the pain became ex-
cruciating. 
His partner chimed in, 
"They're lying. They 
probably know about the 
microfilm. " 
"We do now," Scooter 
said. 
"Then it looks like we'll 
have to kill you. " 
" I didn't hear anything, 
did you Scoots? " Doc said, 
finally getting into the act. 
" Yeah, but we can' t take a 
chance on our employer 
finding out. " 
"Your employer?" 
" Yeah, actually our 
employer," tie said, ex-
plaining that they were also 
hired to find the valuable art 
piece but that they had an 
added incentive because 
they were also after the 
microfilm they knew was 
inside the owl. They had just 
happened to show up at his 
house after it was stolen and 
convinced him that Scooter 
was inept, and that they 
should be hired to find the 
owl and terminate Scooter's 
employment. 
"Of course, we'll be ter-
minating your employment 
a little more permanently 
now that you found out about 
the microfilm," the gangster 
chuckled. 
"What ever happened to 
two weeks' notice?" com-
miserated Doc. 
"Look, it's a 
monkeywoman," Scooter 
said, pointing past the thugs. 
They whirled to face the 
new greater danger as 
Scooter and Doc took ad-
St. Pat's Shillelaghs, 
Miners and Snakes, 
Conquer your thirst 
with our vanilla shakes, 
McDonald's invites you 
to dine and be seen, 
Please make sure 
your money is green! 
Rolla-St. Robert 
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vantage of the moment to 
place kicks in well chosen 
spots. 
" Fell for the old there's-a-
mOnkeywoman-behind-you 
trick. Guess they were as 
dumb as they looked. Better 
give Inspector Heabob a 
call, he 'll be glad to get ahold 
of these two. The one's Black 
Bart, the Rolla cat burglar. 
He's been on his trail for a 
long time but could never 
prove what he did with the 
cats. This whole thing smells 
of the underworld. " 
" Gee Scooter, you sure 
know a lot about the un-
derworld. " 
"I attended the Rolla 
Underworld Convention last 
year disguised as a caterer. 
Barely escaped with my 
life." 
"They saw through your 
disguise? " 
" No, they said the cole 
slaw was bad. 
" First thing we do is find 
out what our client was up 
to," said Scooter a couple of 
pitchers later after they had 
left the bar. 
Scooter picked up his 
home phone and dialed. His 
client answered-
" Oh Scooter, what have 
you found out?" 
"I found out you hired 
someone else. " 
wsof 
"Oh yes, I know about 
that. I figured I should be 
doubly safe with such a 
valuable art piece. Anyhow, 
they're off the case ... " 
" Well, I've still got a 
couple of good leads. Of 
course, I'll need a little more 
finances to continue - about 
another thousand, say. " 
"Fine, just recover that 
owl. Incidentally, about 
those other guys ... " 
"You said they were off 
the case." 
- " Yeah, permanently. J. 
had a call from Inspector couple of police cars had 
Heabob. They were found pulled up outside and 
pinned to the walls by red 
arrows. He suspects you See 
since you called him before 
you left." Scoots 
"Oh," Scooter said, 
peeking out the window. A page 15 
Quality Cleaners 
Expert Cleaning Reasonably Priced 
108 W. 7th Street Rolla. MO 65401 
• __________ COUPON _________ ., 
I Carousel .Salon I ! It)". Pat Smith & Penny Mercer . ". I ~ f~ .... '1: (Formerly of the Hairberdashery) § 
§ . ~i·~: $3.00 OFF ~ 
•
1 B- '~ Price St~d;~t~UC~n Handle. i 
Styles-Perms-Colors-Cuts I 
• Expires 3-31-82 Manorlnn 364·7744 
.----_____ ICOIJPONI _________ ~ 
Fred's Ready 
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l en· Wol Mart Sells for len· Wol Mart Sells for leu. Wei Mort Sells for leu. Wol Mort Sells tor len. Wol Mort Sells tor leu. Wei Morl Sells tor Las) • Wol Mort Sells tor len. Wol Morl S.II, 
WALiMART Hwy. 63 S. ONLY Rolla Open 9 AM .- 9 PM Prices good thru Sat. March 20 
Wooden · 
TV Trays 
-Folds compactly for 
easy storage 







-Racks and brackets 
-Comes fully assem-
bled 
-Attaches to a door 





-Built·in flash fires 
'everY time 
-Uses new 600 high 
speed film 















I [[J ft $1 42C , ~ 396 '1'!fJ;:. 224 66 C Storage Chest -Ideol for closet stor-age 
-Size 
21"x 12 Yo "x8 'I." 
-Solid colors 
-Similar to illustration 
EVERYDAY LOW PR~E 
Wal-Mart 
Me~orex Ice Cube Trays 
Padfolio 90 Minute Blank -Assorted colors in Scripto 




-Easy to cleon -Writes smoothly 
-Assorted colors 
-Wide dynamic range 
-No.61090 -Doesn't skip 
WAl·MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY-It IS our Inlentton to have every advertsed Item In 
stOCk, however . If due to any unforeseen reason , an advertised Item IS not available lor purChase. Wel ·Mal1 
will Issue II Rain Check on request , lor the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whene .... er available . or 
will sell you a similar Item ala comparable reduction In pnce We reserve the nghtto limit Quantitles WAI;MART 
Page 14 
Cl8sstt1ed are offered free of charge as 8 service 
IlIJd source of entertiinment to the readers. 
-nae MINER will not prlDt the oomblnatioD of 
tint and last names. 
eTIJe MINER will print pbolJe DII11Jbers ooJy in 
bus/neSS-rWated ads. 
'1be MISSOURI MINER reserveg the right to edit 
or to refuse publJcation of 8IU' cJassif1eds that its 
staff t1Dds offlm.sJ.ve or libelous. 
C7assJfI«Js should be submitted by 9 p.m. the 
MoDday before the issue in whlcb it is to appear. 
SteveW., 
You better hurry and show me your legs before my "other 
husband" gets suspicious. Is our midnight rendezvous still on? 
- Your favorite wife 
P.S. If I'm not your favorite, I'll see what I can do about becoming 
your widow. 
MN ~ - you've finally received a message in the classifieds. Are you 
happy now? 
Ox, please come home. 
B.C. , 
A sweetheart understands your mood, 
And laughs at things you say, 
Or sees you when you're at your worst, 
But loves you anyway ... 
Hang Gliding! It's coming to Rolla. 
Sioux, 
'Ibis is to cure those " Noone ever sends me a classified!" blues. 
Hope you enjoy your 1982 St. Pat's celebration. Friday's party 
should be great - I'm looking forward to it! Most of all, HAPPY 
'21st!!! (I know, only five more shopping days.) Can I buy' you a . 
Maybe two or three? . 
Yo HoBatguy: 
If you can't defend your home domain, why do you carry-m s 
Smiles can be lethal you know; no, I guess you don't kqQw. 
guardian knot gets too tangled, not even steed can save you. _ 
With a smile, Turkey 
(With a little hell1 from EXP) 
Re-announcing the Seventh Floor Reunion Party! 
If you lived on the seventh floorofTJ anytime fro~ 1977-80 then you 
(and your guests) are invited to a party Friday everung, March 19, at 
Maz's place. Bring $1.00 for the refreshments. For more information, 
call Jim Mazurek, 364-3126. 
I found the perfect answer to your plea. 
WANTED 
Part-time girl, to be there when we're not busy. No experience 
necessary, 4-6 hours/ week. No pay. 
Interested? Contact any little sister organization. 
Hey, you guys (cf UMR): 
We got your message. We're getting;ln shape, but turnabout's fair 
play. - How about joining our lead and keeping us company? 
Evelyn, , 
We are so proud of you and so happy that you re a member of the 
choir. Praise the Lord for giving you strength, courage, and a 
beautiIul singmg voice. We love you very much.. . . 
The VOIces of Insplratlon 




~~~""g. .~  Wed. w ill be .c7~ Beer Night-
See the 35 ft. Bottle of Beer 
"No.1 in People Pleosin"® 
Mortin Spring Drive Rollo 364-5200 
MISSOURI MINER 
If you need a ride to Michigan over spring break and can leave from 
Rolla April 2, give John a call at 364-2564. 
B . Kliban, 
I stand out from the rest of the data. Like Moroe Simmons, who had 
- to wear a popsicle around his neck for most of his adult life; I , too, 
bear a mark. Look for a cat with red tennis shoes. 
- Noko Marie (don't mess with me) 
FOR SALE: Four HP-41C memory modules, $17.50 each (regular 
$30). Call Jeff, 364-6107, after 5:30. 
Attention Preppies: 
Since you have finally hatched, due to this recent outbreak in warm 
weather, you should proceed to New Jersey as quIckly as possible for 
processing. 
AI I. Gator 
President of "Save the Alligator" 
P.S. Our motto is .. . NUKE THE PREPPIES! 
Happy 21st birthday, Pat! And many, many more. 
Love, Karen 
But Dick It's so little! 
Sue, Karen, Kathy, Valerie, Kim, Co/OI, Helen, Cindy, Lori 
e mad dog's owner, 
don't understand. Maybe they've built a wall. That's okay. I'll try 
,Po ain. Can I get a drink of water ... 
- A dirty girl 
Lovingly yours, 
A 3.76·"CHEATER" 
wanted for summer semester. Right across 
. Call 364-6230. 
come home. We love you and miss you. 
Love, The Roommates 
only flaunt it for the men we adore. 
3UMRcoeds 
Love always, Martian 
Some 1ft there owes me two gooey-butter cakes, (green M & 
M's are optional). 
Snowbirds bump ~oses better when barefoot! 
Hi, Little Girl, 
Get away for a weekend, 
Spend St. Pat's with me. 
Green beer may be extra, 
But the good times are free. 
Inga, 
Rajah 
I will be glad to take Care of all of Mme. Dubonnet's " needs" for the 
weekend! (And for longer, if necessary! ) Hope everything Is as fun as 
I expect. Please try not to abuse me too much! 
-Sven 
P.S. I think we ought to layoff the candy bars. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, JOE!!! Twenty years is a long time. 
Congratulations! 
HOT DEEP DISH PIZZA 
FROSTED MUGS OF BEER 
7 Days A Week 
nm's ~mes 
-pJzza 
364-8661 Party Rooms Available 
Call Ahead For Faster Service 
Ask About Our Group Discount 
Hwy. 63 N. Rolla. MO 65401 
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FOR SALE: Honda CB3ro-T, 1975 bought new in 1977, low mileage. 
Call Dave Wrobel at 364-4289. 
Hey, Sexy, 
Thanks for the greatest six months of my life, the memories, from 
the hayride to St. Pat's; from walks in the park to getting our name in 
the..paper, to J .R. 's calculus class, are the best. The nice part, though, 
is that even better ones are still abead. 
Your pledge forever 
The l\oadrunners Roost 
G.ift & Pawn Shop 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL 
Large X-Rated St. Pal's Buttons 
Green Derbys $1.50 
Hwy. 63 North above RTs Lounge 
WANTED 
Freshman or sophomore for 
weekends to share home. 
Some work, some travel 
Easter break. Call Sunny, 
699-4363, for details. 
I'L,\CL"ILNT OFF 1 1..1. 
,r,\RCIl ~ 'j l i1 
-
and 
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The first St. Pat's Court, from 1909. The first Best 
Worst Ever). 
Ever (therefore the 
Scoots 
seemed to be waiting for 
replacements. "I've got to 
go." 
Scooter cut the phone off 
and immediately dialed 
G. B. and told him to pick 
him up, neglecting to 
mention the police outside. 
through a top story window 
and dove for the copter. 
"G. B., get us out of 
here!" 
A full complement of 
police were outside, busy at 
the minute on the bullhorn, 
when G. B. hovered in, 
clipping off the TV antenna 
that wasn' t hooked up. 
Scooter and Doc exited 
G. B. took off, pruning a 
tree in the process. 
"Say, what are all those 
cars down there?" 
"Police!" Scooter an-
swered as the cars below 
answered with a volley of 
shots. 
Scooter and Doc decided to 
hide out at G. B.'s since it 
was nearly inaccessible 
except by helicopter. 
Meanwhile they were forced 
to spend their time at the 
EAT house bar, mulling over 
the case. Scooter had been 
wondering what was on the 
microfilm, what was tne 
underworld and what was 
the blond's name sitting 
down the bar. 
"I still don't believe they 
shot at me," G. B. had been 
repeating over and over. 
"Scooter, you got me into 
this!" 
Doc had been thinking. 
"They said the other in-
vestigators had been shot 
with red arrows ·and Harry 
was too, Scooter." 
uOJje6p3DSeJel 
from page 12 
"That's it," Scooter 
shouted. "That's the con-
nection. Good thing I though 
of that." . 
Doc rolled his eyes and 
asked for another beer. 
"Just a second," the 
bartender replied, "I~ 
getting a new keg. Donna, 
hurry up with that keg! " 
"Now all we've got to do is 
to connect it to someone. " 
" Maybe I can help, " said a 
silky voice belonging to the 
blond who had walked up 
behind them. Scooter turned 
and was taken back when he 
recognized the blond from 




AND SERVICE, INC. 
Distributor of Miller, 
Miller Lite, Pabst Blue Rib-
bon, Andeker & 
Lowenbrau 
•
' :.,. If you are having a party, 
contact our 
campus rep. 
KEVIN 150M 364-8535 
Forum Plaza Shopping Center 364-3214 
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Seven to Midnight , 
mqtta man (@mtga 
C' 4. Eighth Annual ~ ~ 
4- At~~r~~Fa~ound~oad + 
~ Tickets$2.50atthedoor ~
Proceeds go to Rolla Cerebral Palsy Schooll 
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12K '8') ~GANZA I-
ROLLA, MISSOURI 




Once again the Ozark Extravaganzo will be 
at the Rolla National Airport in Rolla, Missouri 
come September 23rd-26th . Bigger and better 
and more exciting is the goal we are striving 
for. For this to be accomplished, we need your 
porticipotion. 
Four jam-packed days of fun and excitement 
for the entire family! ! Special activities for 
Extravaganza '82 will be the ontique and 
vintage car show, antique car races, steam 
engine and stationary engine show, hot air 
balloon races, airplane rides, air show, cars 
for sale, cor raffle, arts ond crafts, swap meet 
CAR SHOW 
OLD CAR RACES 
AND MORE 
ond flea market . Also square dance groups, bluegrass and country 
western bands will be entertaining once agoin. 
Additional events scheduled will be an exciting Miss Extravaganza 
Pageant. The winner will reign for the entire coming year. A .horse show, 
carnival for the children, old time fiddlers contest, a street rod car show, 
plus many more new events. 
We're on our way to making this one of the largest annual events in 
_ the midwest and with your help this can be accomplished. Please drop us 
a note or give us a call if you need odditional information. 
Elly May Clampett says "Yo all come! !" 
,MEMOIIJltt! ij~SJt 
AUTOS OF YESTERYEAR' 
HWY. 63 N. ROLLA , MO 65401314-364-1810 
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Learn the 
Grand Canyon, Inside and Out 
A unique natural history For detailed information, amphibians, fishes, and 
invertebrates ; adaptations 
of animals to the desert 
environment ; behavioral 
ecology and sociobiology of 
selected species. 
course exploring the contact Outdoors Unlimited 
geology, biology and ar-
cheology of the Grand 
Canyon is being offered 
through Outdoors Unlimited 
River Trips of Sacramento. 
This interdiSCiplinary field 
study will be conducted on 
an oar-powered whitewater 
rafting trip down the 
Colorado River utilizing 
informal lectures and group 
discussion. Grading will be 
satisfactory l unsatisfactory 
with letter grading optional 
upon request. Evaluation 
will be based upon individual 
field notebooks, short oral 
presentatiOns, and courSe 
participation. 
The 13-day trip, with 9- and 
5-day partial trip options, is 
accredited through Sonoma 
State University and offers 
3, 2, or 1 semester units 
respectively. 
Cost: $5~I ,035 
Dates: June 21-July3 
River Trips. Box 22513, 






I. THE GRAND CANYON 
TODAY 
A. Plant life of the Grand 
Canyon 
Vegetative zones and their 
inhabitants ; somatic and 
reproductive adaptations of 
desert plants; coevolution of 
plants and animals ; plant 
identification. 
Concepts include: adap-
tive zone, community, 
convergent evolution, 




B. Animals of the Grand 
Canyon 





estivation, niche, r and K 
selection, territory. 
C. Modern man and his 
impact on the environment 
Early explorers, mining, 
and tourism ; introduced 
plants (e.g. the tamarisk 
invasion); introduced 
animals (e.g. the wild burro 
problem); the effect of dams 
on fish, the riparian 
vegetation, and the rapids; 
the impact of modern river 
travelers; the Grand Canyon 
Management Plan; the 
future. 
II . THE GRAND 
CANYON'S PAST 
A. Ancient environments 
Groundwaves p:;::; 
form into the Alam Al· 
Mithal. First I'll have to set 
my . typewriter to operate 
from "Astral Plane." There. 
Being beyond space and 
time again always takes a 
moment to get used to ... 
W7Jat is the shape of your 
face before you may have 
been born? With no body. 
where will you come from? 
W7Jere will you go to? Exert 
Will to maintain coherence 
of astral form. There. a 
gnome beckoning in the dis-
tance. Yesterday be might 
have been surrounded by a 
golden aura with tongues of 
white fire licking around his 
heart. I visualize myself as 
his brother and it is so. 
"Mgend. speak to mel " He 
does and we're in KMNR's 
studio. It's 9 p.rn. Friday, 
March 19. There's the Doctor 
and GDebs with every 
Beatles album I've ever seen 
and then somel I realize that 
this has gone on since 2 a.m. 
the moming of the 20th. My 
delicate time sense tells me 
the Warby Dilver show was 
here at 3 p.m. I I see shadow-
forms of KMNR's revered 
alumni, some mere hours old 
and others a mere day away. 
Suddenly, the great god-
form Ethanol rears his head 
and instinctively I feel 
midnight Thursday, March 
18. The essence of the 
chaotic goodness I feel 
fI'" .. ~ 
U 1 One ~0~~~_.:1_ U Books & Records ~ We buy. sell & trade eRecords eBooks 
~ eTapes eMagazines We sell ePosters 808 Pine J l in Downtown Rollo 36-4-224 -4 .. .... .. 
begins here with the sounds 
of this bawdy piano player 
named John. I feel the 
coming Yesod shift, but 
there 's nothing I can do. The 
whole celebration is im-
pressed mercilessly at on-
ce!! The New Wave show at 
6 p.m. Thursday, Smilin ' 
Jim back at 9 a.m. Saturday, 
the Easy Rider at noon 
Saturday. The images whirl 
and mix. Sensual impression 
upon gluttonous, disem-




Shattered, my scattered 
parts reassemble at this 
typewriter. I resume manual 
control, or will I? What a 
weekend this will be, was, is 
"Coldest beer in town bar none" 
Competitive prices on 1/2 barrel. 
Beverage Mart 
1021 Kingshighway-Next to Pizza Hut 
7:00 a.m. to Midnight 
"See our expanded area" 
212 Hwy. 63 S. 




Hickory smoked chicken or spareribs and homemade salad 




biscu it s and gravy. 
Open 7 days a week 
Mon.-Sat . 6 :30 a.m.-4:30 p.m .. Sun. 7 :30 a .m.-8 :00 p.m. 
and fossil organisms 
The formation of the 
layers and their record of 
evolution; the Mesozoic, 
Paleozoic, and Precambrian 
rocks. 
Concepts include: geologic 





B. Formation of the Grand 
Canyon - its biological 
implications 
The dissection of the 
Kaibab Plateau; the 
creation of environmental 
diversity and its im-
plications for species 
diversity. 
Concepts include: con-
tinental drift and plate 
tectonics, rock movement 
and mass wastage, sediment 
load and transfer, the quasi-
equilibrium theory, 
speciation, geographic 
isolation, species dispersal. 
C. Ancient man and his 
interaction with the en-
~ronm .. nt 
The Anazazi culture; their 
arrival and disappearance; 
pottery manufacture; native 
uses of plants; modern 
descendants. 
Concepts include: cranial 
deformation, granaries and 
food storage, kivas and 
dwelling construction, 
primitive agriculture, 
radiocarbon dating, and 
split-twig figurines. 
TEUE ROTOCRAFT ,.11. 
.. _" ........ 1 lota<lolades (10' "", . """ , TELLE FOREIGN CAR 
k>ng: T' chord; 6061 T6; flush ModII,.. Shop, Pom, Service, 
m.h). Few gyrocopten and . and Reman. VW air cooled 
heUeopten. Rotor hubs and ' " ~I"'" for Auto. Alrbocrta. 
Rotor Mods for gyroc.opten. . . ~ AIrcraft and Gyrocop ...... 
RototWode Info. pkg. $3.oo. ~ . ~ .. Ferrous Metols rnognafluxed 
DffMt Glmbl. Head Piont \ . - .$" (up to 700 omps). 
~OO63 N. lalla. MO 6540' ~/'s."" ". ,.·· (314) 364-3376 
Wishing you the best 
St. Pat's ever e 
HAR ':::::.'" BELL 
Athletic ~ Goods ~,. 
" .' 
'82 
REED ROCK BIT COMPANY: 
On the 
Leading Edge of 
Opportunity 
Developing hydrocarbon and mineral 
resources to meet worldwide energy 
needs requires technical expertise. stream-
lined organization and superior equipment. 
In all of these areas. Reed Rock Bit is a 
leader. dedicated to providing the oil 
industry with the best available resources. 
Since our most important resource is 
human ingenuity. we're interested in 
recruiting imaginative. innovative and hard 
working individuals. If you are a profes-
sional who enjoys the challenge of a 
demanding technology. consider a posi-





A division of the Fortune 500 company. 
Baker International. Reed Rock Bit Com-
pany offers salaries and benefits designed 
to maintain a top quality staff. For a career 
on the leading edge of professional 
, opportunity. 
WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING ON 
CAMPUS, MONDAY, MARCH 22. 
Or. if you are unable to attend. please con-
tact: Robert W. Harper. REED ROCK BIT 
COMPANY. P.O. Box 2119. Houston. Texas 
77001 (713 ) 924-5390. 
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II G&D STEAK HOUSE 
8 oz:. Chuck Steak 
6 oz:. Ribeye 
8 oz:. Filet 
7 oz:. Ham Steak 
10 oz:. Top Sirloin 
12 oz:. K,C. Strip 








Includes baked polalo or fries and Texas loasl. 
Free Ice Cream With Every Meal. 
G&D Steak House 
Open 7 days a week 11:00 a .m.·9:00 p.m . 
Forum Plaza Shopping Cenler 
The 1909 St. Pat's Parade, the first ever! ' 
Knights from 
palloe 5 
Nilges was elected the 
House of Representatives in 
1972 and re-eJected in 1974, 
1976, 1978 and 1980. He is 
chainnan of the Committee 
on Fiscal Affairs, a member 
of the committees on ap-
propriations, fees and 
salaries, and mines and 
mining. He is an honorary 
life member of the MSM-
UMR Alumni Association. 
Dave Simily is a native of 
St. James and a graduate of 
John F. Hodge High School 
in St. James and barber 
school in St. Louis. He began 
his career in Rolla in 1967 
and purchased his own 
barber shop in 1969. He has 
been an active member of 
the National Guard for 16 
years, is a member of the 
Downtown Rolla Business 
Association and the Rolla 
Lutheran School Board (he 
is currently serving that 
organization as president). 
On Mondays he frequently 
volunteers his services to cut 
hair for the patients at the 
Rolla Regional Center for 
the Developmentally 
Disabled. 
Dave's Barber Shop has 
been the location of the St. 
Pat's "Town Beard Contest" 
for about 10 years. The shop 
also has storage space in the 
back for St. Pat's properties, 








We feature the 
CHIEF.~ __ _ 
~'Z-LINER 
Sody and 'rame alignment system 





Hwy. 63 N. Rollo. MO 
OH, WHAT A FEELING 









oh •.. ~-=::A' 
who 
o 
feeling! - ~ 
from Dennis Chapman T9YOTA 
ISC AP 
OYO 
Hwy. 63 & 72 Rolla , Mo. 
Happy St.Pat's 
1982 
ATTN: Joe Miner, if 
you're graduating 







Ozarkssp~int past UMR 
By DAN BROWN 
UMR ventured to the 
School of the Ozarks, 
Saturday to compete in a 
triangular meet with 
Arkansas College and School 
of the Ozarks. The School of 
the Ozarks nudged UMR for 
first place, winning by a 
score of 7'ij.77. The strength 
of S-of-O's sprinters ac-
counted for the major part of 
their points. 
On the other hand UMR's 
strengths lay in the field 
events and distance races. 
UMR had six first place 
finishes. Rick Welsh 
dominated the hurdling 
events winning both the 120 
yard high hurdles and the 440 . 
yard intermediate hurdles 
(56 seconds). Welsh also ran 
on the Miners' 440 yard relay 
team. Phil Taylor, running 
the hurdles for the first time 
this year, placed second in 
the 440 intermediates. 
Mike Fortune who leaped 
into first in the high jump, 
placed third in the 120 high 
hurdles and fourth in the 440 
intermediates hurdles. The 
Miners' weight completely 
dominated the _discus, shot 
put and javelin. In the 
discus Doug Keithly won 
the discus with a hurl of 136' 
3". He was followed by Bill 
Love and Landers. In the 
shot Loving tossed the iron 
ball 43' 6112" to edge Keithly 
out of first. And again 
Sanders captured third. 
Loving and Keithly also 
teamed up to take second 
and third, respectively in the 
javelin. 
In the mile run, Mark 
Stucky got back on track 
with a new mile record time 
of 4: 25.48 Stucky also 
returned to place second in 
the 880 with a 1:59. Later he 
ran a 53 second leg of the 
Miner's second place mile 
relay team of Tim 
Schoenecker, Bill Dye, Dave 
Millman and himself. 
Pete Lichtenwalner had a 
fine day finishing third in the 
mile (4 :31) and third in the 
three mile run (15:35). Dan 
Lichtenwalner edged his 
brother out for second in the 
three mile with a time of 
15:27. 
Thaydious Proctor also 
placed in two events. He 
hopped, skipped and jumped 
into second place in the 
triple jump and his leap in 
the long jump gave him third 
place. 
Other Miners who ran well 
include Dave Moore, third in 
the 880 (2:00); Tim 
Schoenecker who ran a 51.9 
to take fourth in the 440; Bob 
Syberg who managed to 
overt an S of 0 sweep with 
his fourth place finish in the 
100 yard dash ; and Bob 
Saver who took fourth in the 
mile. 
Softball team has six returns 
With six key returnees 
botstering her 1982 softball 
team, Coach Sarah Preston 
looks for the University of 
Missouri-Rolla squad to 
improve on last year's 3-11 
record. 
"We' have much more 
depth than a year ago and 
also some freshmen on hand 
who should help out 
quickly," Preston noted. "If 
our hitting improves, as I 
think it will, we should be 
very competitive." 
Leading the returnees is 
catcher Anita Tikey. A .360 
hitter a year ago, Tikey 
paced the Miners in homers, 
runs batted in and at bats. 
She edged out first baseman 
Maria Holmes for the team's 
RBI lead. Holmes also will 
be back for her third season 
as one of UMR's best hitters. 
She hit .270 in 1981, drove in 
20 runs and led the Miners 
with four triples. 
In the pitching depart-
ment, UMR returns both 
starters. Leta Judd enters 
her junior season fresh from 
a f>-7 campaign in which she 
finished 11 of the 12 games 
she started. Susan Ap-
plebaum has recovered from 
a late-season injury and ts 
coming off a 3-4 season. 
Other veterans returning 
for UMR will be shortstop 
Judy Redel, who paced the 
Miners in drawing bases on 
balls, and outfielder 
Stephanie Kutterer, a left-
handed hitter who hit the 
ball very well near the end of 
last season. 
Top newcomers include 
center fielder Jo Benham 
and infielder Lisa Faulstich, 
as well as UMR basketball 
players Carmen Baker and 
Cecilia Gutierrez. Baker 
could assist the Miners on 
the mound, as could 
newcomer Celerina Robb. 
"We lost outfielders Pat 
Kelly and Deanne Lock from 
last year, as well as in-
fielders Zhetta Thomas and 
Betty Stout, but we are 
hopeful that their spots can 
be filled quickly," Preston 
said. "There has been a lot of 
interest in the team so far, 
and I am looking forward to 
getting things under way. " 
One new addition to 
UMR's pre-season con-
ditioning program has been 
a pitching machine that 
Preston has had her players 
using for over a month. 
"It can't help but do us 
some good," she said. "The 
players have really enjoyed 
working with the machine. " 
UMR hit .280 as a team 
last year and was 3-9 against 
Division III competition. 
The Women's season 
opener against Southeast 
Missouri State last Saturday 
was canceled due to rain. In 
addition, a game with 
Harris-Stowe set for this 
past Tuesday has been 
rescheduled. As a result, the 
1982 UMR Softball season 
will get underWay against 
Southwest Baptist and 
Crowden Junior College next 
Tuesday. 
Coach Preston has ex-
pected these early season 
scheduling difficulties. "The 
weather plays a big role this 
time of year," says Preston. 
Barring any unforeseen 
playing conditions, the 
Softball Miners will play 
their first home game next 
Wednesday at 2 p.m. against 
Southern Illinois University-
Edwardsville. The coach 
and the team have asked 
everyone to please stay off 
both intramural fields for 
the duration of the contest. 
In addition to your 
cooperation, the women 
hope to enlist some fan 
support. Come on out next 
Wednesday and see the UMR 
Softballers in action. 
r-------------., I Come on out I 
I to where the I 
I fun times roiL I 
I I 
I I 
I Bowl Our I I Weekend Special I 
I Sot. 2:30-6 p.m. & Sun. 8:30-11 p.m. I 
I 3 games & a large drink I 
I $4.10 value for $ 3! I I Happy Hour I 
I Sot. 1 :30-6:00 p.m. • 
I I 
I Colonial lanes, Inc. '. 
I Bus. Loop 1-44 West I 
I 364-4124 I 
... --------------
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Bp uno' s 
Banquet Facilities Available 
Men's Night-Wednesday 
Ladies Night-Thursday 
9:30 to 1 :00 
341-2110 
1435 Hauck Drive Rolla, MO 
1200 Pine Street 
Roila , Mo. 65401 
Bus . Ph . 364-5495 
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TKE nips Sig Nu 
By JOHN DANIEL 
The intramural wrestling 
tournament concluded last 
Thursday, and Tau Kappa 
Epsilon edged out Sigma Nu 
for the team title.-
After Wednesday night's 
semifinal matches, TKE 
looked like a shoe-in to win 
the championship, but all 
five Sig Nu wrestlers won 
Thursday night and TKE got 
away with a narrow win. 
Sig Nu had three in-
dividual champions. Craig 
. Fahrenkrog took first at 123 
pounds, Mitchel Krah won at 
137 pounds and Mike Fortune 
finished on top in the 177 
pound weight class. 
TKE managed only .one 
champion as Mark Cook won 
at 167 pounds. However, 
TKE's overall team depth 
proved to provide the win-
ning edge, as TKE had seven 
of ten wrestlers finish in the 
top four. 
Fahrenkrog, KralJ and 
Cook finished iIi a tie in the 
voting for the tournament's 
"outstanding wrestler. " 
Other first place finishes 
included BSU's Fred Cantley 
at 137 pounds, Ron Davidson 
from T JHA at 152 pounds, 
Lambda Chi 's Rusty Cooper 
in the 160-pound class, Chuck 
Taylor from RHA at 191 
pounds and Sigma Chi Mu's 
Dan Obrycki in the 
heavyweight class. 
Following are the top ten 
teams and the top four 
finishers in each weight 
class. 
1. TKE 93.5 
2. SigNu 86 
3. SigEp 72 
4. PiKA 59 
5. TJHA 28 
6. BSU 26 
7. Lambda Chi 26 
8. Wesley 26 
9. RHA 24 
10. Kappa Sig 22 
123 - Fahrenkrog (Sig 
Nu) , Colasuanno (Sig Ep) , 
Blackburn (TKE), Johnson 
(Lambda Chi) 
130 - Cantley (BSU), 
Cooeland (Weslev). StevP.",: 
(Pi KA), Schaeperkoetter 
(TKE) 
137 - Krah (Sig Nu), 
Metze (TKE), Gibson 
(Campus), Tsutakaws (Sig 
Ep) 
145 - Cunningham (Sig 
Ep) , Franzer (Sig Tau) , 
Lambing (Pi KA), Junklaw 
(Wesley) 
152 - Davidson (TJHA), 
Bedian (TKE), Ballantyne 
(KA) , Pugh (Ind.) 
160 - Cooper (Lambda 
Chil , Remmers (Kappa 
Sig),. Shitt (Sig· Nu) , Burton 
(TJHA) _ 
167 - Cook (TKE), 
Hunter (Sigma Chi Mu) , 
Moore (Pi KA ), McDonald 
(SigEp) 
177 - Fortune (Sig Nu), 
Chapple (Sig Ep ), ' Sernsch 
(Delta Sig), Dork (TKE) 
191 - Taylor (RHA) , 
Spindler (Newman ), EuIiss 
(Triangle) , Hopkins (Beta 
Sig) 
HW - Obrycki (Sigma Chi 
Mu), Fizer (Pi KA) , Odom 
(SigNu), Ely (TKE) 
p 
TKE's first place'wrestling team. From left to right, Tom Muehlenkamp, 
Paul Goeke, Mike Clark, Mark Cook, Greg Bedian, Bob Metze, Gary 
SchaeperkoeHer and Tom Blackburn. (Not shown is Doug Ely.) 














(While supplies last) 
Service of the cycle, for the cyclist, by the cyclist 
We carry KHS, Univega and Nishiki 






















7 pm - 12 am Theta Tau Casino Night at the Armory 
11 pm - 2am . Midnight Madness-Biscuits an(l Gravy at TKE 
10:30 am Arrival of St. Pat and his Court at the train depot 
Green Beei' at 209 
12 - 4 pm St. Pat's Extravaganza at Lion's Club Park 
12:30 pm Ouarterbarrel Chug starts 
Stroh's Earthball Contest to follow 
12 - 4 pm St. Pat's Games at Lion's Club Park 
9 pm St. Pat's Coronation and Knighting Ceremony at the 
Multi-purpose Building 
10:30 pm - 1 am St. Pat's Coronation Dance at St. Pat's Gym 
11 am St. Pat's Parade 
2:30 pm Knighting Ceremony (Alice) at Jackling Field 
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